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Specifications & Features                       

MB Win475 
           HIGH g SECONDARY CALIBRATION OF 

SHOCK TRANSDUCERS USING  
SHOCK GENERATOR MECHANISM (SGM) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                       
 

 

The MB Win475 High g Shock Calibration Option uses a two-mass Shock Generator Mechanism or SGM, 
incorporating impact dynamics know-how from the Stokes Institute, University of Limerick, Ireland.  The 
SGM is a compact add-on to an MB Modal 50 electrodynamic exciter and the MB Win475 calibration system.  
The SGM two-mass system uses titanium incident and striker bars supported with a penultimate/ultimate 
mass and guided by vertical linear guide rods.  The Win475 software initiates the “input shock event” by the 
exciter with user-selectable input pulses that generate different amplitudes.  A coil spring, optimized for 
maximum impact velocities, accelerates the moveable penultimate mass upwards where the striker bar 
impacts the incident bar.  A mitigator placed between the striker and incident bar acts as a mechanical filter 
to limit high frequency energies and increase shock durations.  The accelerometer to be calibrated, the DUT, 
is mounted piggy-back to a double-ended reference accelerometer, REF, mounted to the incident bar within 
the ultimate mass.  MB Win475 Shock software processes the signals from the DUT and REF in the time-
domain to extract the duration and amplitude of the shock event.  The software then computes sensitivity 
values similar to the methods used during Win475 sine calibration.   

 

 

 

        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
                                                             

 Shock calibration of charge, IEPE, voltage, PR, capacitive, and 
MEMS accelerometers with Model 405-X Signal Conditioner 

 User-selectable amplitudes of 500, 1000, 2000 and 5000 g’s pk 
with a typical shock DUT, 4000 g’s  with 50 gram DUT 

 Shock event durations of .06 to .15 ms 
 Excellent repeatability and reproducibility of shock pulse 

waveform, <± 5% 
 Software computes true shock pulse sensitivity 
 Uncertainty: <± 5% typical 
 Pulse repeat rate or duty cycle: 1 pulse every 10 sec 
 Averaging of multiple pulses reduces statistical & random effects, 

select 2,4 or 8 events to average 
 Eliminates hassle and variability of multiple anvils, masses and 

cushion thicknesses common with pneumatic & drop ball 
methods 

 REF Accelerometer: PCB 301A12 Double-Ended REF, 0.5 mV/g 
 Minimal floor space; compact design, benchtop exciter and SGM 
 Dimensions of Shock Generator Mechanism and Exciter:     

240mm x 190mm x 560mm H 
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Typical calibration results with SGM 

Typical SGM run-time plot


